BEST APPAREL FOR
THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
As one of the most highly competitive and demanding
industries, companies within the healthcare sector are
always looking for ways to not only attract new clients
but also extend a message of appreciation to both their
dedicated staff and clientele. Adding quality apparel to
a company’s wellness plan can increase engagement
and contribute to the overall success of a program.
From high-performing athleisure wear to comforting
luxury blankets, we will ensure your company has
what it needs to reach its goals.

CREATE PROGRAMS FOR:
Staff Appreciation
Field Sales Teams
Employee Uniforms
Home Health Aides
Wellness Programs

KEEP THEM COMFORTABLE
WITH COZY KNIT OUTERWEAR

BEST APPAREL FOR
THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

3450 M | 3451 W VANSPORT ZEN PULLOVER - 10 & 11 COLORS
This perfect balance is easy to obtain with smartly fashioned sport pullover
that pleases the mind and the body

3275 M | 3271 W BRUSHED BACK MICRO-FLEECE
FULL-ZIP JACKET - 5 & 8 COLORS
Get the look of a soft-shell with the price of a sweatshirt.

3120 M | 3121 W BAJA HOODIE - 2 COLORS

2600 M | 2601 W VANSPORT OMEGA TECH POLO - 21 COLORS

Kick back in a surf-inspired pullover designed to bring out the beach
bum in us all.

Our best-selling, moisture-wicking golf shirt is specially engineered to
resist snags and pulls, with a lighter and smoother hand.

2475 M | 2476 W VANSPORT PRO HORIZON POLO - 4 COLORS
A mix of tonal textures adds visual interest to this sporty
performance polo.

1885 M | 1886 W VANSPORT PRO VENTURA POLO - 4 COLORS
Modern-day, camp-style polo combines polished performance with
a casual vibe.

BEST APPAREL FOR
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2795 M | 2796 W VANSPORT STRATA TEXTURED POLO - 6 COLORS

1205 M | 1206 W VANSPORT WICKED WOVEN - 7 COLORS

Inspired by nature, the Strata features a double-knit variegated texture on the
outside while the inside touts a smooth hand for comfort.

An upgraded dress shirt designed with breathable, moisture-wicking
fabric to keep you cool and comfortable all day.

1107 M | 1108 W EASY-CARE GINGHAM CHECK SHIRT - 7 & 5 COLORS

1250 M | 1251 W VANSPORT SANDHILL DRESS SHIRT - 4 COLORS

Our cotton-rich, fashionable button-down has the right amount of polyester to
give it that easy-care edge.

Our next-gen woven shirt delivers risk-free results with all-day comfort.

8062 M | 8063 W VANSPORT TREK HOODIE - 4 COLORS

0640 FAUX MINK SHERPA BLANKET - 2 COLORS

The eco-wise choice for outdoor enthusiasts. Each Trek accounts for the
recycling of plastic bottles.

Great for gifts and giveaways, they’ll think fondly of you as they grab for
their cozy fleece throw with convenient carry strap.

